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About This Game

Dragons Never Cry is casual action/adventure telling story of the brave little dragon treasure-hunter who has to become monster-
hunter.

Gameplay is mostly exploration and treasure hunting with some combat (zombie-rabbits!) and puzzles.
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Title: Dragons Never Cry
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual
Developer:
FireVector
Publisher:
FireVector
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core-i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD3000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Russian,French,German
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dragons never cry. dragons never cry gameplay. dragons never cry steam

Wonderful little VR experience . Bright vibrant moving colours together with 'musical chime' tones really add a relaxing feeling
to the whole thing. Definitely worth the purchase price, especially if you like things with a quirky edge. Recommended!. This
game filled a certain leather jacket salesman, pirate hole that was in need of filling after so many years.
Great game, a fun afternoon distraction with some good laughts, and unexpected moments. the puzzles where at times
headsplitting, but was enjoyable clicking on every god damn thing with every god damn item in my inventory.

over all: 4/5

pros: great story, light hearted fun and made me want to keep playing. had a classic adventure point and click objective that did
not feel outdated, or cliche. great use of cleaver items.

cons: art at times was uncanny valley and background felt empty at times such as in the bars. the illustrations in between story
arc needs polish. Character models at times did not fit the world as nicely. some puzzles I didn't have a clue what to do next.

would love to play more adventures on Cid of Darksville, and would love to see more of that world!. This is what I've been
waiting for. I've got a largish library of materials for a game project I'm working on that need to be updated to the new shading
model for UE4. I authored a lot of my environmental tiling textures in the original Bitmap2Material and using this new build I'm
able to move my texture library to PBR a lot easier than doing it by hand, which is a major feature because I don't have an army
of texture artists. Also, with this new version of B2M it's easy to remove lighting\/AO from source textures and make a passably
correct PBR textures in a few mouse clicks. As a solo indie developer this is a godsend in a lot of ways. Prototyping should be
much faster now.. It's oké, but not really cool. I wish there was a neutral button, because I wouldn't recommend, but also I can't
call this game bad. Luckily there is a demo, so you can try, sadly it doesnt get more interesting after you buy the game when the
demo finishes.. Just found out I'm too old for games. My hands hurt. :(. Loved the adventure and the animations. This game is
awesome. It's in early access, so it's not perfect as you'd expect. However, it's well developed and supported by the developers.
They are quick to respond to bugs and actively working on it. I really recommend this game.. think the game is showing great
promise have really enjoyed playing it so far the updates so far all good like the looks of the roadmap showing future
developments and as early access by far and away the best i have played yes i can go farther but like the fact that its a long term
game not a 40 hour and complete game type. enjoyed my 1st months so much paid for full subscription i would recomed to
anyone who wants real life football aspects
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Legitimately solid time waster. ABE is a short but creepy horror story, where a robot explains to you why he’s started killing
humans. It’s a quick game with no interactivity, but few free horror games are currently available for VR, so it’s still worth
getting. Go Tarheels! @House Undergraduate Library
. Good old classic game.. Pretty alright for a Demo, not really enough content to really give it a good review. Looks promising
tho. As of right now, this game is hot garbage. Tough blocks almost instantly make you crash even if you graze them, all of the
AI can case into the face of a triple and ride it out, but if you you even hang a back tire on something you're going down.
Cornering is garbage, tracks are unrealistically ate up (kind of like outdoor) even before qualifying. It feels slippery on basically
every surface, even with throttle control. It had so much potential too. they could've literally copy & pasted MESTG with new
skins and tracks and I would've been happy. I'm not saying there isn't hope, but this seems rushed and uninspired. Done with
Milestone until they pull their head out. And oh yeah, don't even attempt to use the Whip/Scrub mechanic. It looks worse than
the one-stick whips in MX Unleashed, and they serve ZERO purpose.. Lion Quest has some interesting ideas inside of it, but
honestly it's a bit messy and unfocused in the execution. I'm legitimately interested in seeing some other work from Dracula's
Cave, but this seems a bit too unpolished for me to recommend to folks.. There are a few newer Luxor-games, but I didn't like
them. This one is very good though.

Dragons Never Cry - Other World:

Work on kinda-sequel is started.
This new game will more like action-RPG, a bit more 'mature'.
Working title is "Dragons Never Cry : Other World".

Anyone interested can watch progress and discuss at
 discord server[discord.gg].. Dragons Never Cry - build#512:
Changes:

 added gamepad-deadzone setting

 tweaked player-character movement

. Dragons Never Cry - build#516:
This is maintenance update:
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 resolved issue with mouse, when mouse cursor become "locked" in smaller area of screen

 tweaked mouse cursor size (was too small on high-DPI dcreens)

 resolved small (but annoying) gameplay related issues with collision on levels

. Dragons Never Cry - build#517:
This is maintenance update:

 fixed bug with destructable totem (of Forest levels)

 fixed bug om level-completion settings (which prevented getting 5-star rating for Forest-03 level)

 corrected level-completion achievement logic (achievements for completing Forest-01 couldn't be earned)

. Dragons Never Cry - build#510:
Changes:

added ability to select screen-mode (windowed-fullscreen, windowed, 'real' fullscreen) and resolution;

resolved collision-related issue in 'Forest-2' level;

improved gamepad support in UI/menus;
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